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Abstract
This paper describes a vision-only system for
place recognition in environments that are traversed at different times of day, when changing conditions drastically affect visual appearance, and at different speeds, where places aren’t
visited at a consistent linear rate. The major contribution is the removal of wheel-based
odometry from the previously presented algorithm (SMART), allowing the technique to operate on any camera-based device; in our case
a mobile phone. While we show that the direct application of visual odometry to our nighttime datasets does not achieve a level of performance typically needed, the VO requirements of
SMART are orthogonal to typical usage: firstly
only the magnitude of the velocity is required,
and secondly the calculated velocity signal only
needs to be repeatable in any one part of the
environment over day and night cycles, but not
necessarily globally consistent. Our results show
that the smoothing effect of motion constraints is
highly beneficial for achieving a locally consistent, lighting-independent velocity estimate. We
also show that the advantage of our patch-based
technique used previously for frame recognition, surprisingly, does not transfer to VO, where
SIFT demonstrates equally good performance.
Nevertheless, we present the SMART system using only vision, which performs sequence-base
place recognition in extreme low-light conditions where standard 6-DOF VO fails and that
improves place recognition performance over
odometry-less benchmarks, approaching that of
wheel odometry.

1

Introduction

For low cost and easy set-up applications it is desirable to
employ a single camera on a robot or autonomous vehicle and have it localise and navigate over long periods of
time. Both motion estimation (visual odometry (VO)) and
place recognition are required for such a task and in good
conditions robotic navigation systems have shown success
on routes up to 1000 km in length [Cummins and Newman, 2011]. Many state-of-the-art systems rely on point
features for both VO and place recognition, which achieve
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Figure 1: The condition-invariant place recognition system presented here matches between (a) day-time and (b)
night-time conditions. In (b) we also show the experimentation with novel patch-based features for VO. The framematches over time are non-linear and noisy (c) as a route
is traversed at different speeds but is linearised (d) by accounting for the speed variation using VO. The stronger
linear diagonal line is more easily matched by a sequencebased place recognition system.
best performance when using crisp, clean, high-resolution
imagery [Geiger et al., 2011]. Unfortunately robots in realworld environments, such as self driving cars, must also
contend with poor weather conditions and illumination
change that drastically reduce the information available to
the visual navigation system, conditions under which many
current state-of-the-art systems fail catastrophically [Milford and Wyeth, 2012].
In particular, the problem of place recognition between
sunny days and stormy nights can be extremely difficult
(even for humans [Milford et al., 2014a]) due to the significant change in appearance of an image. Lighting is not
evenly cast across a scene making many areas too dark to
use for recognition (see Figure 1), and due to camera hardware limitations, image blur becomes more pronounced
in low-light conditions [Milford et al., 2013]. One approach to recognition in such difficult conditions is to consider a sequence of images [Milford and Wyeth, 2012;
Pepperell et al., 2014a], in which the probability of a successful match is increased only if the majority of consecutive frames all have some partial similarity. However,
sequence-based techniques must be extended to account

for route traversal at different rates which occur, for example, due to stopping at traffic lights or due to different
walking speeds.
In order to develop a vision-only route navigation system, we leverage the power of sequence matching and
incorporate a speed signal from the camera to account
for speed variation throughout sequences. Previously the
SMART place recognition system [Pepperell et al., 2014a]
did so using the wheel-speed signal from the cars on-board
diagnostics (OBD) to account for route traversal at different rates. The performance was improved over previous methods, but was not a vision-only system and therefore could not be used on, for example, hand-held devices.
Simply replacing the OBD functionality with an off-theshelf VO system is not a simple task; most state-of-theart VO algorithms have only been demonstrated successfully on high-resolution, relatively well-illuminated imagery. However, the advantage of SMART for this problem is that it does not necessarily need a full six degree of
freedom (6-DOF) solution but only requires a consistent
forward velocity signal (as we assume the route is identical between traversals).
We modify the open-source LIBVISO2 library [Geiger
et al., 2011] for our sequence-based approach and use it
to generate a speed signal to normalise the frame rate of
route traversals. In the paper we present the use of image normalisation, patch-based feature matching and nonholonomic motion constraints together with their effects
on the consistency of the speed signal. The image normalisation and patch-based features have been used previously
in [Milford et al., 2014a], which acheived strong results
in day-to-night visual recognition. We therefore evaluate
their applicability for day-night motion calculation. In total six variations of VO are processed from which the absolute translational speed signal is extracted from the sophisticated 6-DOF estimation of LIBVISO2. Our approach is
therefore vastly different to patch-based odometry previously published [Milford et al., 2014b]. Finally the result is combined with sequence-based place recognition for
vision-only SMART.
The paper reads as following: Section 2 describes related work, Section 3 describes the system overview and
the algorithms, Section 4 describes the datasets on which
the algorithms were tested, and Section 5 presents the results, which are discussed in Section 6.

2

Background

Currently the most common base-line appearance-based
place recognition system is FAB-MAP [Cummins and
Newman, 2011]. Despite impressive performance on
day-time datasets, it has been shown to have poor performance under extreme condition change [Milford and
Wyeth, 2012] because the underlying feature detection
and representation often fails when lighting drastically
changes. Some solutions have altered the feature-type
or matching algorithm [Neubert et al., 2014; McManus
et al., 2013], however simple image comparisons have
been shown to work well when emphasis is placed on the
sequence of image matches [Milford and Wyeth, 2008;
Milford and Wyeth, 2012; Sünderhauf et al., 2013b; Pepperell et al., 2013], rather than a single match of high

certainty. In particular, SeqSLAM [Milford and Wyeth,
2012] has shown surprising performance on imagery taken
during a sunny day and a stormy night. Extending this
method, SMART [Pepperell et al., 2013; Pepperell et al.,
2014a] normalised the linear sequence searching algorithm
with wheel speed information to account for differing sequence rates. The only other method to do something similar was [Lynen et al., 2014] who explicitly accounting for
varying inter-frame distances. Both these methods relied
on specific hardware making the method not completely
visual and not useable on alternate hardware, for example
on hand-held devices or head-mounted cameras.
Standard monocular visual odometry (VO) is performed
by calculating the change in camera position between
consecutive frames by first calculating the point correspondences between two images [Hartley and Zisserman,
2003]. The open-source LIBVISO2 [Geiger et al., 2011]
library is the culmination of multi-view geometry theory
and practical application to provide an open-source solution to 6-DOF monocular VO. The out-of-the-box version
of LIBVISO2 uses SIFT [Lowe, 2004] to calculate image
correspondence and has been successful in several applications using high-resolution, crisp, day-time imagery [Lenz
et al., 2011; Scherer et al., 2012; Geiger et al., 2012].
VO at night is a sparsely investigated area of research: [Milford et al., 2014b] has used a sum-of-absolutedifference (SAD) matching on single sub-image focused
on the road segment in-front of the vehicle, [Mcmanus et
al., 2014] has adapted traditional VO techniques to scanning LIDARs for low-light teach and repeat experiments,
and [Krajnik et al., 2013] has performed path repetition
between day and night following maps of SURF keypoints
that were generated in good conditions. In the last, the
translational robot speed was still measured using wheel
encoders. Finally [Meilland et al., 2011] has shown dense
tracking methods also have potential in conditions with
changing lighting, at least over relatively short distances.
This paper further investigates the problem of visual
odometry at night for use in a place recognition system that
can operate in changing lighting conditions and in environments that aren’t necessarily always traversed at the same
rate. We take an orthogonal approach in that only the velocity magnitude is required for sequence-matching rather
than an accurate global 6-DOF map, however we still need
to calculate the motion from vision alone. To do so we
use the LIBVISO2 toolbox but investigate the impact on
performance when using motion constraints and replace
SIFT with patch-based features. The proposed patch-based
method is much different from previous simplistic velocity estimates [Milford et al., 2014b] that used only a single
patch to estimate rotation and translation, as instead an array of patches placed over the full image provides the input to the camera pose estimate. Finally we present a fully
vision-based augmentation of the SMART system [Pepperell et al., 2014a], which overcomes current limitations
of sequence-based systems.

3

Algorithm

The algorithm consists of two processes: visual speed
calculation using LIBVISO2 and sequence-based place
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Figure 2: An overview of the VO and place recognition
system. Highlighted boxes indicate components of the
original LIBVISO2 algorithm modified to be used with the
patch-based method and motion constraints. The SMART
place recognition algorithm normalises frame rate between
two dataset traverses with varied speeds based on the VO
output. Note: we use the inherent ground plane assumption of LIBVISO2 to calculate absolute scale in monocular
VO.
recognition using SMART. We describe the implementation of the proposed augmentations to feature tracking
for low-light conditions: image processing, patch-based
matching and the implementation of motion constraints.
We also state the parameters used with SMART.

3.1

Figure 3: An example (b) of the results of image normalisation. A 12×12p patch was used, the size of which is
indicated by the white rectangle in (a).

Summary of Data-flow in Standard
Monocular Odometry and SMART

The system overview shown in Figure 2 is split into VO
(from LIBVISO2) and place recognition (from SMART)
systems with alterations for experimentation highlighted
by the shaded boxes. VO is performed by extracting features, either point-based SIFT features or patch-based features, from two images, finding feature matches between
the two images, and calculating the Fundamental Matrix
using standard 8-point RANSAC. The Fundamental Matrix with the most inliers is converted to the Essential Matrix using the camera calibration parameters. The final rotation and translation is calculated from the Essential matrix, with checks for validity and estimation of scale using
a ground plane assumption (standard from the LIBVISO2
library). The speed signal is extracted from the magnitude
of the change in position from the motion estimate, i.e. the
Euclidean of the translation vector.
Place recognition is performed by first forming a list of

locations separated by a constant distance, as calculated
from the visual speed signal. Image comparison is performed between two sets of distance-normalised frames
using a low-resolution sum-of-absolute-difference (SAD)
whole image metric and the final image matching is accepted only if a sequence of images, prior to the current,
all achieve a matching score above a threshold (see [Pepperell et al., 2014a] for details on the SMART system).
The exact implementation of the patch-based normalisation and matching used in this paper differs from [Milford
et al., 2014a] and for completeness is described also in this
paper, where necessary. For more details refer to [Milford
et al., 2014a]. We also describe a method for applying
motion constraints in the LIBVISO2 system by ensuring
the final rotation and translation is possible given a nonholonomic vehicle (inspired by [Scaramuzza et al., 2011]).

3.2

Image Normalisation

Image normalisation (see Figure 3) is a pre-processing step
that achieves some invariance to lighting by normalising
the contrast at a local level in the image, and is performed
before feature extraction and matching. The normalised
image I 0 is calculated for each pixel location x, y:
( I −µ
xy
xy
σxy > σT
0
σxy
(1)
Ixy =
random σxy ≤ σT
where µxy and σxy are the mean and standard deviation of
the pixel intensity of the original image I in a square region
that (x, y) is centred within, and σT = 0.1 is a threshold on
the variance within the region.
The algorithm differs from the previous implementation (see [Milford et al., 2014a]) due to the possibility of
pixel randomisation. However, this step greatly reduces
the chance of any patches matching within low variance
(i.e. bland) areas of the image because the normalised image consists of random noise which varies between consecutive images, making patch matching improbable. A
similar effect was previously achieved with a pixel mask.

3.3

Patch Correspondence

Calculating patch correspondences replaces the SIFT feature tracking used in LIBVISO2 and produces a list of
points shifted between the image at time t − n and time
t. Patch locations are uniform across the image t such that
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where β , γ, φ , δ , and θ are the roll, pitch, yaw, angle of
elevation and angle of azimuth respectively.
The motion constraints were combined with LIBVISO2
by calculating the rotation and translation within the
RANSAC loop as indicated by the extended dashed box
in Figure 2. Motion was discarded when outside the constraint bounds resulting in RANSAC finding the motion
with the highest number of inliers that complies with the
constraints.
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3.5
Figure 4: Frame to frame motion is calculated using uniformly spaced patches on the normalised images by (a)
searching a set area in the frame at time t − n, which is
defined by (b) a set patch size and position in the frame
at time t. (c) The heat plot shows the SAD score as the
patch at time t is shifted within the boundaries of the patch
at time t − 1. The resulting patch match between time t
(d) and time t − n (e) can occur with difficult-to-match textures.
a regular grid of size 20×12 covers the image with a 50%
overlap of patches in both axes (Figure 4(b)). SAD values
are compared between each patch and the image at time
t − n in a constrained region 80 pixels either side of the
patch and 10 pixels both above and below the patch, with
the centre of the region equal to the centre of the patch
at time t (Figure 4(a)). The resulting SAD calculations
form a two dimensional landscape of size 160×20 (see
Figure 4(c)) from which a quality ratio grat is calculated
as:
grat

g2
=
g1

(2)

where g1 is the lowest value SAD score in the landscape
and g2 is the second lowest SAD score that is at least 2
pixels away from the position of g1 . Patches with a grat <
1.04325 (as used in [Milford et al., 2014a]) are discarded
ensuring only patches which have a clearly unique shift
position are used to calculate motion.
The point correspondences which are used by LIBVISO2 to calculate the fundamental matrix are considered
as the centre of all patches at time t to their corresponding
shifted position at time t − n.

3.4

(3)

Non-holonomic Constraints

The non-holonomic constraints use the same motion model
as described in [Scaramuzza et al., 2011], namely that the
angle of azimuth of the translation should be half the yaw
angle. However, it was found that the identical application
of the constraints often failed in low-light conditions due
to overly tight bounds; in many cases no image transform
could be found. As such, the constraints were relaxed and
simplified:

Sequence Reset

Error accumulates more quickly in VO if smaller motions
are calculated more often; to prevent this LIBVISO2 only
accepts motion over a certain threshold. In such cases,
the image at the next time step is compared to the image
at time t − n, where n is the number of frames since acceptable motion. Due to the difficult nature of the night
datasets it was often found there would repeatedly be too
few inliers. In cases of large values of n, the image at time
t shared no visual features with the image at time t − n, and
it was not possible for the system to recover. To counteract the problem, n was reset to 0 upon reaching a threshold
(of 4). By resetting n small portions of motion could be
lost from the overall path; however the system was able to
recover from the complete failure. In constrast to global
route matching techniques, local resets are acceptable because SMART only requires local consistency and a reset
will only affect performance within a small section of the
route.

3.6

SMART Implementation

For full details and parameters used in the SMART algorithm, see [Pepperell et al., 2013]. The maximum horizontal image comparison offset was increased to 4 pixels on
the Porto Antico dataset to account for larger viewpoint
variation. The speed-normalised image sequences were
searched at an angle of 45◦ with a sequence length equivalent to 30 m (30 frames for Surfers and 100 frames for
Porto Antico). Sky blackening was also used.

4

Experiments and Datasets

The vision-only sequence-based place recognition system
was evaluated on three datasets. The day-time only Kitti
dataset was used to verify the novel feature methods were
comparable to SIFT under ideal conditions, with a well
characterised camera. Place recognition experiments between day and night were performed using the Surfers
and Porto Antico datasets, examples of the poor imagery
at night can be seen in Figure 3 and Figure 1 respectively. Importantly, the Porto Antico dataset does not
have wheel odometry and therefore only visual information is available for SMART. Night-time imagery is challenging for both frame correspondence and VO (see Figure 6). Both these datasets had speed variation as well as
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complete stops as seen by the non-linear/changing slopes
in Figure 7. VO was computed using: SIFT, SIFT with
patch-normalised images, and patch-based features; all algorithms were also evaluated under non-holonomic constraints. Intrinsic camera parameters were estimated using
calibration software where necessary.

Kitti Odometry

The Kitti VO dataset [Geiger et al., 2013] (only dataset
0) consists of 3.7 km of suburban street driving in Karlsruhe, Germany filmed with a high-resolution video camera (down-sampled to 620×188p) mounted to a station
wagon. The dataset is day-time only (see Figure 5(a)), has
accurate intrinsic camera parameters, and has a full pose
ground truth (see Figure 5(b)). A ground-truth speed signal was generated by differentiating the ground truth pose.

Surfers

The Surfers dataset [Pepperell et al., 2014a] consists
of 3.5 km of urban roads in Surfers Paradise, Australia recorded with a GoPro Hero3 (down-sampled to
480×200p) mounted on the inside dashboard of an unmodified car (see Figure 5(d)). The dataset has both day-time
and night-time traverses and has speed ground truth taken
from the OBD.

Porto Antico

The Porto Antico dataset is approximately 1 km of walking in Genova, Italy (Figure 5(c)), taken with a handheld iPhone 5 (down-sampled to 480×270p) with only
visual feedback for stabilisation. The camera always
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Figure 5: Three datasets were used for experimentation.
An example image (a) and the ground truth patch (b) of
the vehicle-based Kitti odometry dataset, the route taken
(c) on the Porto Antico walking dataset (see Figure 1 for
example imagery), and the route taken (d) on the Surfers
dataset (see Figure 3 for example imagery).
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Figure 6: The night-time conditions make it difficult for
the standard 6-DOF LIBVISO2 algorithm (Unconstrained
SIFT) resulting in extremely poor path integration on the
Porto Antico dataset, i.e. compared to Figure 5(c).
Porto Antico
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Figure 7: The ground truth (blue dotted) image correspondence between day and night traversals of (a) Porto Antico and (b) Surfers. The slope change and non-linear sections make the datasets challenging for naive sequencebased place recognition techniques. However it is important to note that the for SMART the sequence only has to
be locally linear (exemplified by the solid black lines) and
a single VO failure doesn’t cause catastrophic failure (as
opposed to techniques that require global accuracy, such
as [Lynen et al., 2014]). Note: for clarity of the illustration the local linear examples are depicted 10× larger than
actually used.
pointed forward but with unavoidable variation in position.
The dataset has day-time and night-time traverses, but no
ground truth.

5

Results

We present a validation of the patch-based method on the
Kitti dataset before looking at the effect of the image processing techniques on the linearisation of the frame traversal rate for Surfers and Porto Antico. Finally place recognition performance is presented for the latter two datasets.

5.1

Speed-signal Validation

The LIBVISO2 algorithm demonstrated typical results on
the Kitti dataset, taking into account the low resolution imagery, irrespective of the differing image pre-processing
and features, as seen by the path integration somewhat
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tracing the ground truth in Figure 8. However, accumulated errors in the integration are irrelevant to the speed
signal (which is the critical output required for sequencebased place recognition) as it must only be locally repeatable. The speed signal qualitatively follows the ground
truth speed indicating the potential for an accurate visual
speed signal using the proposed methods. The proposed
patch-based features had a smaller error than SIFT implementations. The non-holonomic constraints did not significantly improve the speed signal error.

5.2

Frame Sequence Linearisation

The velocity estimate along a dataset traversal is used to
linearise the frame sequence such that a sequence-based
place recognition system can perform a successful 45◦
search in frame-space. By taking into account the distance
along the trajectory that each frame was taken we evaluate how well each VO method linearised the ground-truth
frame association.
On the Surfers dataset we found that all variations of
SIFT and Patches, with normalisation and/or motion constraints, performed comparably, two of which are shown
in Figure 9(a). The MSE histogram is displayed such that
the column on the right of the figure indicates the count
of highly linear (low MSE) segments with bars further
on the left indicating less-linear segments. The patchbased method produced a slightly higher count of lesslinear segments however the difference is not significant.
SIFT showed adequate feature tracking without any visual
augmentation despite the night-time conditions.
The Porto Antico dataset offered even more challenging
conditions on which the different methods produced varying results, see Figure 9(b). Qualitatively the SIFT-based
datasets (top four plots) match more closely to the example linear segments compared to the patch-based methods
(bottom two plots). The MSE also indicates patches pro-
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Figure 9: The linearised (a) Surfers dataset using unconstrained SIFT and for constrained Patches (for brevity) in
which search sequences (solid black) almost completely
overlap the linearised frame sequence (blue dots) resulting
in a strong potential for place recognition, and (b) Porto
Antico dataset with all VO methods. The MSE histogram
(solid red) is a count of linear 30 m long sequence segments; bar density further to the right indicates lower fitting error. Note: the example sequences shown are 10×
larger than those actually used.

duced less linearisation as seen by the higher bars on the
left-side of the histogram. Image normalisation (middle
left) produced a higher count of highly linear segments
compared to vanilla SIFT (top left), however the histogram
tail was equally large. By far the biggest influence on the
MSE was the non-holonomic constraints (right column),
which reduced the tail of the histogram, i.e. the number of
highly non-linear segments was reduced.
We observed that a major component of the poor linearisation exhibited by the constrained patch-based method
(bottom right of Figure 9(b)) is due to the absolute scale
difference between day and night datasets, resulting in a
search slope 6= 45◦ . In addition we see that the relative
speed over the dataset is similar to the SIFT variant (Figure 10) but has a constant deficit, which also indicates an
incorrect scaling factor.
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Figure 10: A comparison between SIFT and patch methods across the night-time Porto Antico dataset indicates a
similar motion estimate, however the patch-based method
is consistently underestimating the scale. For presentation
clarity the speed signal has been filtered with a moving average.
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odometry, just over 90% recall can be achieved.
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The final performance of vision-only SMART is evaluated
using the low-resolution SAD score, instead of the ground
truth that was used above to evaluate linearisation. An example of an image comparison difference matrix on which
sequence searching is performed can be see in Figure 1.
We evaluate the precision and recall achieved as the matching threshold is varied.
The baseline performance of SMART is measured assuming the frame rate is proportional to the speed and
identical for both day and night. On average the speed
signal improves the recall at 99% precision by a factor
of 3 from the baseline 20% to 65% compared to a maximum possible recall using the OBD of 91% (see Figure 11). We therefore confirm the successful implementation of a vision-only place recognition system capable of
dealing with drastic changes in lighting and large variation
in traversal speed. However, as reflected by the linearisation results, the difference between the various VO methods was not significant, indicating the possibility of using
SIFT for night-time VO.
The Porto Antico dataset was challenging for visual
speed generation due to the hand-held collection method
introducing shake, blur, inconsistent height and inconsistent focal point. Some pose variation was also present
between day and night that introduced further challenges
for image comparison. Without an odometry signal the
system could not solve the dataset (i.e. maximum precision was only 84% with 20% recall, see Figure 12). Once
again, introducing VO of any type resulted in a significant
improvement in precision-recall performance. The nonholonomic SIFT methods achieved over 30% recall at 99%
precision, while SIFT on its own was only able to achieve
9%. The image normalisation improved standard SIFT to
almost 17% precision but normalisation benefits were not
additive with improvements from the non-holonomic constraints. Reflecting the linearisation results, patch-based
methods under performed compared to SIFT.
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Figure 12: Place recognition precision-recall for the Porto
Antico dataset.
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Discussion and Future Work

The first surprising result is the fact that the patch-based
method did not perform as well as SIFT for the Antico
dataset (Figure 12) while showing equal performance on
the Kitti and Surfers dataset. We proposed that part of the
issue was due to an absolute scale factor difference. The
scale calculation relies on a certain number of tracked features being detected to form a ground plane. We believe
that due to a subtle interaction between the dataset, estimation of height and tilt values, and fixed locations for patchsearch, that the ground plane was incorrectly estimated and
therefore the scale also. Systems-interaction analysis and
improvement would therefore improve the scale accuracy
up to SIFT for the Antico dataset.
The improvement on the Antico dataset due to nonholonomic constraints, despite the fact the dataset was not
recorded with a non-holonomic vehicle, can be explained
as the non-holonomic constraints behaved as a standard filter for the constant small up/down motions. Due to the limited requirements of the VO method we are mostly only interested in the component of forward motion and without

constraints, small motions contributed to an overestimation of the motion in some sections of the dataset; as indicated by the longer overall path lengths for unconstrained
motion in Figure 9(b).
For the (easier) Kitti and Surfers datasets, the image normalisation procedure did not significantly boost the performance of SIFT, however in the more difficult Porto Antico
dataset performance was significantly improved. If SIFT
is used in the furture, it would be worthwhile to more thoroughly analyse the affect of normalisation when the visual
data is extremely poor.
We demonstrated that patches from place-recognition
tasks could be successfully adapted to the image motion
problem, but found that even in poor lighting conditions
SIFT performed equally well (or better). This result is
perhaps not surprising when considering the appearance
change between two frames is far less in a VO context,
in comparison to the large time intervals in a place recognition application. When considering the (completely unoptimised) computation time of patches was larger than the
(fully-optimised) SIFT, the results would suggest that SIFT
is the better option. We propose that, while somewhat unfruitful, the experiments and analysis of adapting the lighting invariant patch-based techniques to the night-time VO
problem is still a useful contribution to the robotics community.
The major contribution of this paper is the validation
of a vision-only sequence-based place recognition method
that can be successfully applied even in conditions in
which a traditional application of VO fails (recall Figure 6). The reason for the success is the simple forward
motion requirement combined with the fact that VO only
need be accurate for local regions of the route. Small
sections of poorly calculated VO does not catastrophically effect overall performance. The performance of
the sequence-based place recognition drastically improved
over the no-odometry case and we believe this result is
a significant step forward addressing several of the shortcomings of current sequence-based place recognition techniques. We demonstrated the vision-only system on two
particularly difficult datasets with both day-to-night lighting change and multiple changes in speed, including complete stops.
We now have a purely visual sequence-based place
recognition system which accounts for speed variations
while retaining all of the other benefits of sequence-based
techniques [Naseer et al., 2014; Johns and Yang, 2013;
Sunderhauf et al., 2013a]. However the application of
condition-invariant patches for VO could be further explored to produce a more consistent scale. The application of a more general filtering approach to replace nonholonomic constraints might also further improve handheld datasets. Such an approach is only viable as the highly

accurate 6-DOF motion is not required. We can also incorporate the VO with recent extensions to SMART matching across multiple-lane roads [Pepperell et al., 2014b;
Pepperell et al., 2015]. In addition the evaluation of a direct VO approach similar to [Meilland et al., 2011] would
be a beneficial study to further evaluate VO techniques for
night-time conditions. The integration of multi-view geometry and sequence-based place recognition also allows
us to explore solutions to pose variation by estimating the
local lateral motion.
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